
Commercials

What should CCS look at during selection?
Feedback Response

An ability to roll forward accreditation’s from other frameworks All frameworks are treated separately to ensure a level playing 
field for all suppliers. 

Give more time between tender clarification question responses 
and submission dates please An extended time has been allowed for this

Allowance of longer call-off contract terms Call of contracts be up to 7 years
How do the products and services help Meet the UN SDG’s CCS encourage customers to consider all elements of 

sustainability along with other CSR policies.
What is the relation between CCS looking at responses during 
selection and using ESPD or CEASER and pulling the 
information out from that? Lots of duplication and effort CCS has specific internal process as part of evaluation in line 

with procurement regulationsUse other information to evaluate- CEASER responses via 
Supplier Registration etc
Make things simple as possible for both suppliers and customers

CCS will provide clear guidance

Guidance around the scoring, some frameworks are very specific 
on how methodology type statements will be evaluated but some 
aren't. It would be good from a supplier point of view for the eval 
criteria to be very specific.
Only ask for accreditations where they are vital for all 
requirements.
Can CCS clarify some customers’ requirement for Cyber 
Insurance - an undefined term and sometimes staggering levels 
are asked for incorrectly - perceived as protection against a data 
breach fine.
If past performance needed to comply with PCR how will it be 
evaluated?
How are you measuring / comparing past performance?
Past performance is based on what - how does it work for new 
services?



Heavy reliance on D&B scores, if this is too high can exclude 
suppliers and then d&b charge consultancy to “fix”

Dun & Bradstreet is used across all CCS agreements to ensure 
consistency

Please use Experian and not D&B for credit ratings. The ‘credit 
rating’ chosen in the past from the D&B ratings available is no 
such thing. Plus D&B is very expensive for SMEs, so it’s very 
hard to manage your rating.
Environmental sustainability Environmental sustainability is important and included as part of 

the bid process.
References should be based on the services rather than the 
environment - not just government or public sector

Examples for both public and private sectors are allowedWhen examining past experience and relevant skills - please 
don't limit these examples to purely Public Sector / UK - 
significant innovation is driven out of the private sector and or 
wider geographies
make either framework as widely available as possible. DO NOT 
restrict supplier base as this is playing into hands of incumbent 
Large SI suppliers.

Feedback was the market wanted less suppliers, so we are 
aiming for between 50-70 on TS3

With the DPS having a lower threshold to apply, surely the 
framework should be asking a min of 4 questions per lot. 
Therefore ensuring only suitably qualified and capable 
businesses can be direct awarded contracts, i.e. It does not 
become a loophole

Following this feedback and review if current and future DPS, the 
proposal to create a dedicated Technology Services DPS has 
been cancelled. The ability to support innovative technology 
services will now be part of SPARK 2

Digital marketplace seems to be very sophisticated however the 
supplier registration portal for DPS is really confusing.
If they go via a DPS (which I strongly suggest) the portal makes it 
simple to respond using an established SQ
The standard qualification questions and two cases studies of 
similar services would seem sufficient. A clear justification should 
be made between TS3 and DPS selection criteria and whether 
there is a need to have two processes or two procurement 
frameworks. Simplicity for client should be the driver. There is a 
case for a single DPS covering all Lots.
Guidance around the contract performance certification required 
if applicable would be great

Information on the format for contract examples will be detailed in 
the TS3 bid pack.



If you ask for unlimited liabilities you automatically exclude many 
service providers.

Liability levels are clearly detailed in the Terms and Conditions

Insurance levels on existing are about right, any increase would 
be painful
Unlimited liability will be signed off to get onto the framework but 
not necessarily be actually able to happen at call off stage
Insurance should be scalable depending on customer risk 
assessment. Maybe range of potential insurance at this stage
How are you selecting list X Suppliers? What happens with those 
suppliers not currently with List X but working to it?

List X now an optional customer requirement with call-offList X
List X facilities?
Does the proposal meet ALL the requirements, and does it 
indicate elements which might be vital subsequently, even if not 
included in the initial scope?

More detail would be required to answer this

Past performance, may prevent participation as it discourages 
new entrants.

Past performance is important in providing assurance to 
customers

As a buyer it would be helpful to know what you ask the suppliers 
during selection. When I have contacted the helpdesk previously 
they have been unable to provide this information to me.

Please contact the Tech Services team who can provide the 
template to customers

There needs to be a meaningful selection process to reassure 
suppliers that not just any business can apply and be awarded.

Quality threshold has been increased to ensure high quality 
suppliers on the framework

Core company facts info on status of the supplier Regular D&B checks are carried out
CSR involvement from companies could vary so scoring criteria 
could change for smes Scoring will be consistent inline with a clear evaluation processMore CSR type questions 
This could vary for different scoring for smes
Social value commitments

Social value is important and included as part of the bid process 
as well as ongoing business as usual monitoring.

Please don’t look at ‘social value’ — it’s a way that the big 
companies exclude the competitive and innovative small 
companies.
CSR, Social Value, ethical suppliers that demonstrably comply 
with the Supplier Code of Conduct
Financial standing is the main concern from ONS' view point

Supplier financial monitoring is part of business as usual 
framework activities



Financial stability - Ability to deliver the work - Quality 
accreditation - Requisite skills to deliver the work - Quality 
assurance - Corporate Social Responsibility

Supplier financial monitoring is part of business as usual 
framework activities

Supplier financial standing and how this is monitored ongoing
Financial stability and proven track record in public sector service 
provision
Financial status (revenue, profitability, employee numbers etc,) 
ISO accreditations, On other frameworks,
Previous past performance/case study pass/fail selection have 
needed to demonstrate too broad a set of requirements. 
Penalises smaller resellers. Need to be more flexible in allowing 
us to demonstrate capability with more than three examples.
Already a robust process. Thank you
Only ask and check things that are mandated and consistent 
across HMG. Everything else should be checked at call-off stage

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

I guess references is always a key one, asking organisations to 
describe 2 services they have provided and some form of 
testimonial.
Capability, using contract examples. Please get the suppliers 
themselves to get sign-off from customers for this. Where CCS 
has asked customers this has gone very wrong indeed, and has 
excluded some suppliers for mere technicalities over things that 
they have no control.
Past performance certificates are requested from ALL clients, this 
seems a bit onerous
Gaining past performance certificates from secure clients is 
VERY hard. Can take a long time and not always happy to be 
referenced
If asking for past performance certificates and contact details 
then actually go to them



TS2 required the completion of a full and comprehensive list of all 
the services provided in the previous three (3) years. Each to be 
supported by a Certificate of Performance. For larger 
organisations this table would comprise of 100s and 1000s of 
engagements which is not practical to produce and in manu 
cases would compromise client confidentiality. The effort required 
outweighs any benefit CCS could gain in support of any 
evaluation. A simpler banded number of engagements would be 
sufficient to assess scale and track record.

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

Use of Financial analysis software/platform to check companies 
P&L and financial position.
Short bid response times. Often makes it impossible for SMEs to 
reply to tenders especially where they require substantial detail.
During the RM3804 Process we felt that when we received an 
unsuccessful outcome for some of the Lots we were unsure 
whether we could provide more evidence, appeal or generally 
counter the conclusions.

The qualification questions for TS3 will be clear to give suppliers 
every opportunity to answer all the relevant points

Some of our day to day services for which we're considered 
global market leaders, are covered in Lots where we were told we 
hadn't provided sufficient proof of ability, which I appreciate is a 
result of the evidence we provided. Could there be an opportunity 
to respond to any areas of concern prior to losing a place on the 
framework? (If there is already, please disregard).
Maybe look more at the processes suppliers have for the services 
and provide examples of where they have used previously
put everything in one portal The TS3 website will contain all the documents
Keep the standard checks as simple as possible (financial 
standing etc) and focus more on the technical skills required from 
suppliers.

There are standard checks as part of initial selection and then 
more detail is asked during the quality stage

Capacity at selection stage especially for Lot 4 This is covered by the request for a contract example for Lot each 
supplier bids onShould include full Supplier Questionnaire - nothing else's

If CCS ask for a SQ it should not then be repeated at call-off 
asking for another SQ submission This is covered by the request for a contract example for Lot each 

supplier bids on and then KPI's as part of the call-off contractCapability
Capacity



Security processes

This will be detailed within the TS3 specification as part of the bid 
pack

Security accreditation
Any ISO is not realistic for SMEs
ISO Certifications - service management, quality and Information 
security as a requirement seems logical giving the lot structure
Project/ project management qualifications
Clearance levels
What did you mention about ISO certifications? I think Cyber 
Essentials is very much possible for all suppliers but ISO certs 
are like a barrier to entry for SMEs. 
Also please can you clarify what you meant by £20 million 
contract performance certs
be wary of ISO certifications, or equivalents, as it's a barrier to 
SME participation. Past performance, may also prevent 
participation as it discourages new entrants.
Will you be requiring both Cyber Essentials and ISO27001 or one 
of them (if so which?)
ITIL best practices?
ISO 27001 should be on there to give customers assurance 
around information management systems outside of Cyber 
Essentials
Align any requirement for SC or DV personnel with the guidance 
that you cannot pre-apply for this and therefore should not be an 
upfront requirement
Significant overlap between ISO27001 and cyber essentials plus, 
27001 should top trump CE+
Security credentials - clearance levels with which vetted depts?
Industry best practice, ISO certification etc for 
Quality/Environmental/Security/H&S.
as previous selection stage Unsure of question
How meaningful is the Social Value element in reality? We encourage customers to include SV in their procurements, 

and monitor the results.
Supplier presentation and engagement. Webinars have been held with customers and suppliers



What should CCS look at to check quality at the award stage?
Feedback Response

Do not need 4 questions! Only ask a question if it’s relevant All questions within the bid process will be relevant
Suppliers to provide details of sc/dv numbers of staff, list x 
facilities PRIOR to ITT stages to help customers choose the 
relevant suppliers to invite

Customers will be able to request this as part of either the new 
short-listing process or their finalised requirements.

Please bring in some technical experts in the subject matter of 
each lot and ask detailed technical capability questions for award. 
Rather than the usual general process questions. This requires 
CCS to bring in the right experts however.

Evaluators state skill sets and experience, and are assigned lots 
based on this

Capability, using questions, which as far as possible should be 
about detailed know-how about the subjects in question. CCS will 
need to bring in appropriate experts to achieve this, and not just 
rely on the current procurement team. Quality should be very 
heavily weighted towards the quality questions and rely very little 
on day rates or other prices, which are completely meaningless, 
and drives down quality. 95% questions and 5% price if at all 
possible, which is what you always used to do.
Experience that does not just focus on public sector 
engagements but valid large enterprise commercial 
engagements. Often experience gained from commercial 
engagements is not considered due to pub sec experience being 
a mandatory requirement

Examples are allowed from all sectors

Innovation
Innovation is important we are looking to use our SPARK 
innovation platform for technology service innovationsInnovations and upcoming developments

Innovation capability
Different questions for an sme to make it easier for them to 
respond

Questions need to be consistent to ensure a level playing field for 
all suppliers

As with G-Cloud TS3 should have high level service definitions 
that customers can select from - the customer can then 
determine their own qualitative approach

Service definitions will be definable within the various call-off 
contracts

Social value

Social value questions are included within the tender stage

Declarations supporting anti slavery, anti discrimination and equal 
opportunities for employees.



Suppliers that can demonstrate that their services are sustainable 
and environmentally friendly

Social value questions are included within the tender stageSHOULD be asking about Social Value - buyers don't always 
understand it's importance or application
Social value requirement can be a barrier to sme
Social Value, CSR
Sustainability performance
Should NOT be asking about social value - should be left for 
tender stage
Crack down on aggressive tax avoidance use Brexit as an 
opportunity to tweak the regs Supplier financial monitoring is part of business as usual 

framework activitiesFinancial standing
previous track record in givernment. Tax status
Evidence of suppliers doing what the ts and cs want - Ie contract 
mgr, MI spend reports as standard, exit plans as standard

Suppliers are managed as part of business as usual framework 
activities.

Support and training Support and training will be provided were applicable
Allow references for secure customers to be anonymous until 
they are actually taken up

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

Relationship management skills
Case studies
If asking for case studies or references, Only ask for contact 
details if they will definitely be contacted.
if time allows and lower lot numbers, supplier visits will check a 
number of elements of the award criteria to better understand the 
actual service offer in the market.
Case Studies,References,Proposal questions that are relevant to 
that particular Lot so that you can have a good mix of SMEs & 
large per Lot. if you can, pls have a look at the recently launched 
NHS Framework for Cloud Solutions for quality criteria.
Not set the minimum thresholds to high..
Supply chain
Ask the customers referenced to confirm what has been written in 
references



Unable to provide secure customers as references so need to be 
able to use our own to facilitate contact between CCS and the 
customer

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

A large number of suppliers is good as it gives diversity. It can 
scare customers as they think they are going to receive loads of 
bids, getting over this with customer advice that they won’t is 
better than restricting the number of suppliers
Processes
Provide a marking scheme and evaluation guide to suppliers than 
isn't completely subjective!
Generic quality assessments as specific capabilities should be for 
the Customer buyer to assess in call-off projects
Award questions are sometimes very confusing
Post sales service and quality of
Willingness of supplier to enter into risk/reward or FPC based on 
outcomes.
Where there are mandatory Pass / Fail questions anywhere in the 
procurement there should be the ability to add a narrative / and or 
allow CCS to check with the supplier before ejecting them from 
the process
Modern apprenticeships
Incentivise suppliers to include SMEs within it the execution that 
they have to carry all the risk, liability for their non-performance
Identify process /methodologies used to ascertain 
progress/quality /risk.
Presentation stage for complex opportunities
Communication with other suppliers for off boarding eg service 
changing from the incumbent to new supplier. The transfer of the 
service information and how’s it’s done
If using scoring on quality the range must allow for a "real" high 
score i.e. not setting the rating so that the vast majority can get 
maximum marks
Escalation procedures - at corporate /account level



If CCS are really trying to encourage SMEs then they must not be 
too prescriptive

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

Take up references
Ability to work collaboratively / in partnership.
End to end management of a solution, pre sales, implementation, 
management, exit, knowledge transfer, engagement, project 
management,
Case study customer ref is too early and specific at this point. 
Plus there is always a big challenge for customers agreeing to be 
reference case study due to compliance, confidentiality etc
Consistent and coherent answers to clarification questions
Allow buyers access to quality questions and answers
For complex projects presentation stage should be mandatory. 
Buyers should meet the team and before multi million pound 
deals awarded.
Innovation roadmaps/ability to innovate
For case studies, please allow suppliers to get a sign off from the 
customer. Some framework procurements like DAS got the case 
study bit horribly wrong.
Examples of adding value beyond the contract terms
An indication of wider capability and or ability to hit higher 
standards than require - may help with later selection of suitable 
bidders for a single call off.
If supplier wants to be part of Direct Award set capped day rates. 
Otherwise further competition drives market pricing.
If you do a grade weight and a weighted average for each role, it 
will distort our rate card. Weighted averages should be used with 
caution
Remove the most favoured nation clause. If we offer one 
customer a discount we should not be obliged to offer it to other 
customers
Competitive Sofia on the understanding that further competition 
will test this in various scenarios



Two customer references should be sufficient over and above 
self certification of SQ.

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

The quality of tender information can be very variable. 
Sometimes, there are multiple corrections or clarifications within 
48 hours of the tender being released. Is there a quality checklist 
or review/sign off process that organizations sending out tenders 
are required to use?
A small number of case studies to support the application, which 
can be scrutinised to determine if the supplier really has the skills 
and experience needed.
Vendor commendations may be useful? Most vendors are aware 
of who their best or most promising partners are, it may help build 
confidence in the framework as members can demonstrate they 
are supported.
It would be difficult to provide checks on all the examples given 
so having policies and procedures in place should give you a 
sense of satisfaction
Rather than Certificates of Performance it would be preferable to 
request a less subjective declaration of any contracts that have 
been terminated early for cause.
Case studies and reference s
Track record across key indicators - financials, iso core standards 
ie 27000, frameworks
Account management skills
Acknowledgement for suppliers to provide open book costing
Customers should not be able to set caps for each grade
Make it clear that the rates offered are the maximum
Allow us to charge overtime. If we work in the evenings or at 
weekends we should be paid for it
Price is more for the actual call-off real projects. Avoid being too 
restrictive at the framework stage. Price vs quality vs value
Exclude inflation, exchange rate etc variable risk
Guidance rate cards but enable supplier creativity and agile 
flexibility



We tend to use Digital rates rather than SFIA rates

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

Ability to provide open book costing
Open book costing on human capital is difficult as all suppliers 
will have differing methodologies on how to measure overheads
Ability to drive cost savings and good value for money throughout 
term of the contract.
stakeholder engagement quality questions
Scenario exercises for pricing
Evidence of a well considered approach, supported with a 
detailed plan and sample deliverables. ISO certification isn't a 
substitute for subject are specialisation
Avoid questions asking for projects with a certain contract value 
like the MCF Framework and the £5 million contract value :)
Challenge with introducing Innovation when the 'quality' score for 
the innovation is less than the 'price' score when omitting it... hard 
to balance the quality vs price elements
Don't bother with social value! It is just a tick box exercise for both 
customers and suppliers
Please don’t look at ‘social value’. It’s a way of the big companies 
excluding the competitive and innovative small companies.
Relevance to the UN Sustainable Development Goals
Social value eg armed forces covenant
Product sample
Previous project examples, reports
If checking past performance, allow suppliers to submit multiple 
options thus reducing the risk of one customer not responding 
(change of personnel between submission and checks) thus 
impacting the suppliers ability to get onto the framework
Where references are required a client may not wish for their 
name to be disclosed or contact details provided. Please allow 
the supplier to act as a broker in this instance.

The bid pack will detail how contract examples are requested

what a question on efficiency and savings in service delivery ? The bid pack will detail what contracts are asked of suppliers
Questions on Operational Capacity? The bid process asks suppliers questions on operational capacity



The ccs levy should be as low as possible. These are big 
contracts so ccs will get a lot of revenue anyway

The CCS management charge (levy) has been set at 1% in-line 
with other agreements.

Delivery on previous iterations of the framework The delivery on previous iterations aren't taken into account to 
ensure a level playing field for all suppliers bidding.

The evaluation criteria is ‘the question’. So this needs to be 
written by a technical expert so quality can be properly evaluated. 
Too often with ccs frameworks the evaluation criteria encourages 
us to write a bland response so we can’t differentiate

The evaluation questions have been written by staff who have 
experience within the Technology Services sector and reflect 
what is required from suppliers to support customers.

Essay type questions with use cases - particularly on how you 
overcame issues /challenges on programmes /delivery

The question response method will be detailed within the TS3 bid 
pack.

Please score questions out of 5 (with a score of 0, 1, 2, 3 , 4 or 5 
per part of each question). Otherwise quality/capability is not 
properly tested, and the competition all comes down to a 
meaningless punt on maximum price, which helps no one.

The scoring method will be detailed within the TS3 bid pack.

How does the supplier measure their performance internally? This is an internal supplier issue
Capability

This is covered by the request for a contract example for Lot each 
supplier bids on

Examples of previous relevant delivery for that lot’s service
Capability
Capability
References
confirmed customer outcomes from previous engagements/call-
off contracts.
Descriptions of processes with supporting evidence.
Evidence of delivery through previous experience (case studies)
references of work done elsewhere?
Track record
References aligned to the lot scope
Capacity- does the provider have the resource to potentially 
deliver multiple contracts
Ability to resource /mobilise /deploy - show method /supply chain
Examples of delivery within a Public Sector organisation
When you request credentials and case studies they need to be 
relevant to the services and capable of evaluation
Public sector track record



It is impossible to ensure all vendors are qualified for all work 
which they may choose to bid for. I can provide 3 examples 
where a vendor was qualified for some tasks but was awarded a 
contract that was outside their area of specialisation

This is covered by the request for a contract example for Lot each 
supplier bids on, especially within the lots covering operational 
services

Payment of invoices within 60 days This is included within the Terms and Conditions
Good supplier guidance for how to answer the questions. This will be clearly detailed in the TS3 bid pack and there will be 

post-OJEU suppliers briefings as well.
Ability to handle procurements at Official Sensitive and above 
classifications This will be covered by List X provision at call-off

Clear evaluation criteria specific for each question This will be detailed within each question
Requiring ISO qualifications will limit number of SMEs eligible to 
tender

This will be detailed within the TS3 specification as part of the bid 
pack

Security accreditation
ISO certification
Cyber essentials Plus, ISO27001, relevance to the bid 
requirements
Referees / ISO qualification
Accreditations
Accreditations - Partnerships and what levels with Vendors
ISO accreditations and Cyber essentials
Certification to the standards I mention in Q2.
Currency and relevance of, for example, ISO and Cyber 
Essentials certification
ISO14001, ISO27001, ISO9001
Things like accreditation (Cyber essentials, ISO etc) but also 
perhaps statements on methodology.
Only ask for something new or additional that has not been 
covered by a successful application to another CCS framework

To ensure a level playing field for all suppliers previous 
applications are not taken into consideration

Do not see how CCS can measure quality effectively without 
understanding the actual services being offered?

We ensure our evaluators have the technical knowledge to 
assess quality.

Guidance on word count very important- helps all ,suppliers and 
customers Word limit guidance will be in place for answers
Limit word length on answers



What should CCS look at to check price at the award stage?
Feedback Response

Allow for travel and subsistence in addition to day rates

Additional expenses will be capped at cost and should be agreed 
in advance

Stop this nonsense of expenses included within m25, so london 
centric and discriminates against regional suppliers. Either 
include or exclude across the piece
Open book pricing, esp on any pass through services
If a rate car approach is used, allow separation of effort day rates 
and travel
Any travel and subsistence follows the customer policy
Expenses capped
No expenses slapped on
Make sure to include expenses
No hidden cost in eval model ie subsistence expenses Any expenses will be capped at cost
Understanding of how profit is made from a service eg if resource 
if involved how much are they charged at and why? Is it avg 
salary per day + margin? Is expenses charged back

Day rates should be in line with SFIA v7. Expenses will be 
capped at cost

Test price at mini comp only when it’s
meaningful and do away with Direct Award

Direct Award is well received by customers as an additional route 
to market

Price is only relevant at award stage for potential Direct Award 
services Direct Award will also require a quality element ranging from 10-

90%

Have a DPS and let the market decide on price on known 
requirements Following this feedback and review if current and future DPS, the 

proposal to create a dedicated Technology Services DPS has 
been cancelled. The ability to support innovative technology 
services will now be part of SPARK 2

Allow for indexation in pricing

Indexation will need to be specified within the call-off contract

Need to allow some indexation/annual review over a 4 year 
agreement



Indexation to uplift rates where necessary and appropriate 
(annually?)

Indexation will need to be specified within the call-off contract
No auto price increases
Suppliers HAVE to have the ability to increase price YoY for new 
contracts.
Rates cannot be fixed for 4 years without allowing for indexation 
and increase
Indexation should be allowed on a recognised index e.g. CPI RPI 
that is appropriate to the services being provided. i.e. you could 
have multiple indices for a varied end contract.
Are the price of the bids of equal services delivery - are there 
services that are minimally costed, that will have subsequent 
change requests vs Fixed price outcome More clarity is needed on this question before we can respond

a range of standard services ?
IS it relevant to look at price comparators at Framework Award 
stage as a downselect criteria. Prices are only really relevant at 
an individual call off level.

Prices are important at framework award to ensure customers get 
value for money

Pricing should be capped at no more than 40% of overall marking

Pricing has been sent at 25% of the framework scoring
Price is meaningless at framework competition stage. I 
understand the regulations require it, but please make it count at 
least as possible. Historically, price counted around 5 or 6% only, 
which worked much better.
Are you paying the day rate for the person r the role? Pricing is via SFIA v7 based on role
Use day rates

Pricing will be based on SFIA v7

If using a rate card approach use a standard set of definitions e.g. 
SFIA but provide quality guidance to ensure like for like 
comparison.
SFIA rates, as in GCloud
Day rates
Capped day rates
How do you gauge day rate vs project scope
SFIA rate card rates. off shore on shore mix.



I believe pricing is hard to include at selection stage. Prices are 
likely to be so dependent on the service provided you would 
actually constrain both Buyers and Suppliers if you tried to 
upfront agree and measure pricing. The only measure you can 
put in is day rates but even then day rates will vary so much 
service to service.

Pricing will be during award stage, and will be SFIA v7

Price should only be tested in further competitions which is where 
the service is defined and a true price competition can be 
determined

Pricing will be tested at various levels - framework, further 
competition and during direct award.

Quality should have a minimum score of 70%
Quality scoring has been set at 75%Quality 70%

70% quality
Social value on such a big and national thing is difficult and is 
skewing towards larger suppliers Social value questions are included within the tender stage

Fine for there to be a list price or rate card, but make sure buyers 
and suppliers are able to negotiate on pricing Suppliers should put forward best pricing as part of their tender

Don’t look at margins or similar

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

Price should never be validated - suppliers should simply provide 
a catalogue
Less complicated algorithms that work out pricing marks awarded
Prices that suppliers might quote for scenarios of spend? I.e if a 
specific volume, what rate discount would apply etc
don't ask for discounts at framework level - hard to propose 
without the parameters of a deal, commitment, risk, margins 
being known
Arbitrary basket of goods does not work.
Consider FPC as well as T&M models.
Incentivise larger companies who partner with smaller companies
Risk / reward. Need to incentivise supplier to perform.
Clearer terms around discounting and ability to discount at call off 
stage or at direct award. Bulk discount etc
Operating costs or pricing model on how a service price is 
created



Stipulating limits on margins will constrain suppliers flexibility. Do 
not focus on margin. It should be about price and value.

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

Allow contingency to be part of pricing models.
No benchmarking should be required - onerous and meaningless
Volume discounts day rates
A lot of the time we don't know what discount we can offer until 
we have full requirements etc so we can’t provide this at 
application to framework stage
Volume discounts
Outcome based pricing.
Decide whether a price range or single price is appropriate and 
whether that are fixed for the term of the framework or 
automatically index linked
Examples of innovative pricing / contracting models that deliver 
value & opportunity
Basket of goods
MEAT doesn't work!!!
Basket of goods and services
Ability to price milestones against work packages - outcomes led
Pricing has many factors especially term commitment where the 
provider has invested heavily . Enable supplier agility
Pricing clearly split by
a) annual/total cost of service
b) transition costs
c) Total cost of service
Score each element separately (not a single score)
Milestone payments
Margin and test of it hides potential value. Smaller margin does 
not equate to better value
BAFI
It is basically price only anyway... suppliers have to offer cut price 
rates to win work



Liabilities to be proportionate and fair . “Unlimited” is a qualify out 
and means you either will get the very large suppliers, or ones 
taking bigger Risks

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

BAFO
Service catalogue with built in volume discounts which allow 
customers to undertake an initial assessment prior to engaging 
suppliers that can meet their budget
Management charge should be applied on a sliding scale basis 
depend on TCV
Benchmarking -
Fixed or capped margins
Put all FC in DPS. Market decides price on known requirements. 
Put direct award into a framework and determine service offers 
bidders have to meet as a minimum for each lot. A basic 
requirement.
Fix and firm pricing
One of the first areas we look at in qualification is how complex 
the pricing tables are for the services . as the supplier may be 
faced with shoehorning services into the ask where the buyer is 
trying to do a level playing field compare
How we deal with innovation and capture change without a 
challenge of change of scope
Value add and agreed discounts should be assessed within 
pricing
We shouldn't consider margin at framework level
Negotiated discounts should not be across departments - this 
discourage suppliers
Stability and proof of financial means is required. But there 
shouldn't be a threshold
Scenario Based pricing exercise
Scenario pricing only for evaluation purposes, do not force the 
suppliers to keep pricing at a fixed level throughout the 
framework



We have found that open formatting of pricing score is helpful. 
Sometimes itemised things are too restrictive

Thank you, we will consider, where possibleReturn on Investment, considering both project costs and 
quantifiable benefits - that can be measured in P&L
As a buyer, i want the opportunity to be able to benchmark 
throughout the contract term. I also want some sort of price 
restriction in the event of Brexit or other economic changes that 
impact the supplier during the term
Possibly looking at ROI as part of this - e.g cost x but save y...
Vendors should take responsibility for defining total cost of 
ownership, not just initial build / deploy costs
ensuring any price comparison is matching like for like solution or 
service and all the component parts are included in all answers.
You could use a redacted/ old gov transformation project that fits 
for each Lot as the scanerio? And do one with sub 1500 users 
and one above, as an example
We suggest a higher priority on the approach, implementation 
approach and delivery plan. We have worked with customers on 
G-Cloud who had to end tender because price was too large a 
portion of scoring and unqualified vendor would have been 
awarded co
Some customers have awarded too many points to price and 
been forced to end bidding to avoid award to unqualified vendor. 
MEAT priorities need to weigh quality of approach appropriately
What's included and what isn't, before deciding which offers 
better value for money
Benchmarking
basket of goods
Inappropriate pricing templates
No to fixed day rates
Rate cards should provide for authorised O/T.
Day rates can sometimes be difficult to adhere to, especially 
when deploying very specialist (and more expensive) personnel.



Allowing suppliers to offer customers non-standard rates without 
being penalised that they then have to offer these rates 
automatically to current customers. This allows for flexibility and 
supports customer budgets

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

Rate cards are largely meaningless until the call-off stage
Open book should be excluded as it should be down to customer 
to determine which offer provides best value
SFIA rate cards that would allow for a direct award, potentially 
combined with service schedules for more 'commodity' services
Do NOT use SFIA for day rates. It doesn't work as it’s skills not 
roles. It’s not what suppliers do who tend to work at a single rate.
aggregated day rates?
Rate cards based on a team scenario
Open book
See previous comment on open book
To build a price for a sample service to check at selection is 
purely artificial and unnecessary. The market requirements and 
competition will set price points on future services up for offer. 
Maximum day rates for SFIA roles can provide a useful cap.
Margins.
I'm not sure that price(as in day rate for sercices) is particularly 
important during selection- the market can deal with this when 
bidding and it can be counter productive. For instance, I recall 
that McKinsey did not make it onto Consultancy 2 because of 
price, and they have some of the best consultants in the world.
Price comparison for non day-rate services is extremely difficult 
to do fairly because of the variations possible on quality. A cheap 
but poor service desk offering may not be what buyers really 
want.



Pricing is often tiered for most technology vendors and whilst not 
every company can be a top tier partner for every vendor they 
work with, being able to demonstrate you are a top tier partner for 
at least one vendor seems like a good bench mark as companies 
who resell broad portfolios may not specialise in anything they 
sell. A reseller that is world class in a specific range of technology 
would be more valuable to the framework's pool than a jack of all 
trades.

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

Need to look at the pricing realistically, and question the Nil 
values or the low rates
There is limited value in asessing a SFIA rate card as most jobs 
on the framework will be seperately priced. However you could 
request suppliers provide a rate which they are prohibited to 
exceed for each grade.
This should have very little weighting, about 5%. Day rates can 
be used, but these must be for meaningful grades and NOT use 
SFIA or similar, which are not appropriate for rates, as they relate 
to skills and not roles, and absolutely no-one works like this. 
Suppliers have a single rate for all staff. Day rates should exclude 
expenses and be against 7 or 7.5 hours (and not 8 hours).
Balanced Scorecard
Price models
Price v Environmental Cost
Annual review of prices/components
Price should be able to be reviewed every year by suppliers
Cost reduction over contract period
How do you know the person is the SFIA grade you are paying 
for That will be down to the customer to verify based on the output

Quality /Price ratio 70/30 The Quality / Price ratio has been set at 75/25
How many customers actually sfia This is a customer decisionWho really understands or deploys open book?
Surely this is all about having Suppliers on a framework that can 
reliably deliver the services required not about a race to the 
bottom on price - see Outsourcing Playbook.

This is taken into account during evaluation



Are you using pricing during the selection process for the 
framework tender? (i.e. are you marking suppliers in relation to 
each other in the 'selection' criteria questions)

This will be during Award questions

CCS ought to compare supplier G cloud prices v those offered at 
tender for TS3

We are constantly discussing supplier prices with our G-Cloud 
colleagues

How can you make any judgement on price as services and thus 
price (including day rates) are so dramatically different across the 
framework. Only way you can score fairly on price is to put a 
scenario in to price We use SFIA v7 to provide consistency across service pricing
unless you can define a standard 'as a service' transaction (PxQ 
method), price is likely to end up at day rates as the only common 
factor across services.

Any further feedback around general Terms & Conditions?
Feedback Response

The Order Form could include less information in the main part 
and be included in a schedule.

Each order form is tailored to reflect what's offered within each 
TS3 lot

Exit plans, not an afterthought
Exit management is clearly detailed within the T&C'sReasonable and sensible time periods for providing exit plans, 

quality plans etc
Need guidance on how IR35 applies https://www.gov.uk/guidance/understanding-off-payroll-working-

ir35
permit indexation after year 1

Indexation will need to be specified within the call-off contract
Where not addressed through the payment mechanism, ensure 
that contracts include appropriate indexation (i.e. using an index 
or basket of indices) where the supplier is managing pricing risk 
outside their control
The terms around IPR ownership must be clarified, there needs 
to be a clear distinction between IPR ownership where a solution 
is specifically designed and written for a contracting body, and 
where a service is set up for the authority.

IPR rights are clearly defined in each set of T&C'sEnsure IPR terms reflect market practice and are such that 
suppliers feel able to work to them without losing USP. Or even 
being unable to participate when using third party IP.

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/understanding-off-payroll-working-ir35
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/understanding-off-payroll-working-ir35


iP clauses need to be able to be varied depending on the 
service/solution being offered

IPR rights are clearly defined in each set of T&C's

Can suppliers append their terms and conditions to the call-off 
contract? What is the order of precedence? Suppliers should not be changing or adding their own T&C's into 

contracts. The TS team would like to hear from customers where 
this has happened.

Large Suppliers (IBM / Oracle / BMC are refusing to sign to any 
CCS T&Cs.
What discussions are you having with these ??
More straightforward contract pack structure. Too many 
schedules, t&cs, call off forms etc.

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

TS2 T&Cs are particularly onerous to trade. Often customer 
procurement teams will add in all optional schedules as a 
safeguard, without appreciating the impact this will have.
PSC was changed significantly for RM3808 NS2.
No more than 100 pages !
Consistent Ts&C's across all frameworks
Clarity around where any manufacturers terms fit into the 
contract.
Need to consider how to make the Terms and Conditions work for 
both on premise and cloud solutions.
Use of plain english
Flow down can be contentious
If a contract requires the supplier to have subcontracts there must 
be recognition that not all suppliers can or will accept flow downs. 
For some SMEs they simply can't and for some large 
corporations e.g. AWS or MS they have standard fixed terms
Recognition that Terms from Suppliers need to flow up as well as 
down..…eg AWS..
In SI world working with suppliers for overall solution flow downs 
is risk area and challenge. Eg AWS no negotiation. This affects 
supplier risk position with mandatory Ts and Cs . Need 
negotiation room
To allow for innovative SME suppliers buy flowing up their terms 
rather than an expectation of suppliers taking on this risk



Incentivising suppliers to use SME without them having to 
underwrite their non performance

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

the call-off contract draws in the service requirements. many 
requirements have different quality. can we encourage some 
further support to improve them.
Guidance for customers and suppliers... wanting more flex than 
the terms ‘should’ allow.
Process guidance should be provided for buyers and suppliers.
Standard wording/phrases and explained
Kep word limits on responses to limit the amount that needs to be 
read and for es suppliers to be concise
Get rid of response word limits.
Boilerplate - need to include blacklisting whistleblowing living 
wage social value
Clear CCN process.
ability to add own clauses re security requirements, living wage, 
blacklisting, whistleblowing etc.
Remove most favoured nation clause. If a supplier offers one 
customer a discount, they should not be obligated to offer it to 
other customers
We must not be required to Warrant that we have all information 
at award fo a call off as sometimes this is not available. We need 
to have the ability to have "true up" periods post award.
Don't try and undo service provider offerings by dictating and 
defining the service - that’s where Ts and Cs then unravel
Standard set of framework T's and C's but which can be 
negotiated should it be necessary as opposed to being imposed 
carte blanche
please consider reasonable requests made by bidders via CQs to 
changes to the T&CS during the procurement process of the 
framework rather than "computer says no" approach, as previous 
experience of this has been very frustrating



Have to allow a degree of dialogue (real not through a portal) 
around T&Cs to make sure suppliers can put across their 
concerns.

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

Customer feedback on transparency needs work, almost all 
customers tick an option as they think it’s a good thing, but they 
need to know it can increase complexity and cost
Customers and Suppliers should be able to disapply or amend 
framework provisions at the call off level and be free to agree a 
contract which is mutually acceptable
Map client employment rights to supplier where practical.
Service Level agreements use a standardised approach
Asking that suppliers are engaged to provide the suggested 
changes
No short notice for resource cessation I.e. 5 days or less should 
be 1 month min.
Capture innovation to allow it without fear of challenge
Third party IPR is often left unlimited, but it mustn't be.
Parties should be able to vary IP clauses to reflect services being 
offered
Rights to data free of charge at any time
Transition plans to be included up front as far as possible.
please remove time is of the essence as not appropriate for 
complex outsourcing contracts
Risk must be apportioned appropriately to the parties best able to 
control it
due diligence risk shouldn't pass to supplier until full DD is 
possible which is often post award. This means there should be 
an ability to revisit pricing if DD info provided wasn't made 
available or was inaccurate
Governance structure for progress reviews and corrections
Simple KPI mechanism



Not hold incoming suppliers responsible for errors in data 
(excluding forecasts) where they are unable to complete due 
diligence(volume forecasts are addressed under payment 
mechanisms). Where data turns out to be incorrect, subject to 
procure law

Thank you, we will consider, where possible

Promoting Tax Compliance, Use of Offshore Tax Structures
Need special provision for Agile projects - they operate in a 
completely different way.
We did get an order and having gone through the pain of the first 
upload the next should be easier
Dont make them onerous to SMEs
The more commonality with other frameworks and a trend for 
convergence would be encouraging.
terms and conditions of current framework are fine
Flexibility and the ability to amend (add/remove) T&C's.
Let buyers decide what liabilities are unlimited (where not by law)
TUPE (everyone's favourite), does not handle or manage full 
liabilities, such as trailing pension liabilities, through the call-off 
agreements adequately. Terms of the further competition should 
indicate how such liabilities will be managed.
Demands on Ts and Cs outside of suppliers definitions can lead 
to price increases for covering risk views
The PSC is dreadful, so please try not to use it. Please make 
sure that all liabilities are limited, and limited to a reasonable and 
insurable level. This means at most £5m, and very much smaller 
amounts for cyber security and anything related to the 
DPA/GDPR, where it is only possible to insure for around £250k.
There are no common procurement codes for recent 
technologies, such as Robotics & AI. Difficult to figure out where 
to register and filter through opportunities to find ones that are 
relevant for us

The CCS upcoming deal page at https://www.crowncommercial.
gov.uk/agreements/upcoming contains new frameworks in 
development

Would appreciate better guidance / support on the different CCS 
frameworks & how to find opportunities suitable for us across 
each

The CCS website at https://www.crowncommercial.gov.
uk/products-and-services/ has lots of information on the various 
CCS frameworks



contract term longer than 7 years The maximum contract length is 7 years
Alignment to government playbook

The new T&C's reflect both the government playbookAligning fully with the government playbook and aligning risk 
appropriately to the party best placed to manage
Needs to reflect the guidance in the Outsourcing Playbook and 
Master Services Contract. The new T&C's reflect both these guidance

If using the Public Sector Contracts than these will be fine

The PSC is recognised as important and included in elements of 
the new T&C's

The PSC was amended significantly during the premarket 
engagement with suppliers and customers, are you expecting to 
enable suppliers and customers to engage similarly to make sure 
the PSC is fit for purpose for TS3?
What are the limitations around amending the terms of the call-off 
contracts in relation to direct awards?

The same Ts & Cs will apply to Further Competition and Direct 
Award

The trend towards more onerous terms is not conducive for 
suppliers. Not is it necessarily beneficial for buyers. Ultimately it 
could force suppliers to not apply to be on a framework and/or not 
compete for business (to buyer’s detriment)

The T&C's are now more tailored to each lot within TS3

Make them easier to complete. We often do not have lawyers 
available to complete the T+C's and this task falls to the buyer.

The T&C's have been created to reflect the range of services 
offered within TS3 whilst still being easy to use

Do we need so many schedules?

The T&C's will reflect the range of services offered within TS3

Standard contract doesn't lend itself to a Statement of Work 
which defines key factors to ensure successful delivery, e.g. 
Roles & Responsibility, Scope, Payment milestones. Can be 
inserted in various places but would be organised better
As you have mentioned, the CCS contracts are all based around 
a standard contract. As long as there is sufficient flexibility within 
the call-off contract, this should allow suppliers to cover the 
breadth of services required.
All CCS frameworks need to standardise on approach for T's and 
C's and service definitions and reporting
Standard set of T's and C's that can be negotiated depending on 
service contracted as opposed to being imposed carte blanche



Allow for variation of T&S for individual call offs other than those 
that are required by law. A blanket set of terms and conditions is 
not always appropriate for an outsource / transformation project

The T&C's will reflect the range of services offered within TS3

Allow terms to be built up from a very basic level rather than have 
everything included. Customers need to understand and include 
that which is sensible not just rely on the default.
The PSC is so very badly drafted at every point, it’s difficult to 
know where to start in terms of comments.

There will be 3 new sets of Ts & Cs for TS3
will the terms and conditions call-off schedules be on one 
document or separated into multiple documents (schedules) as 
happened with the DAS framework?
Will BREXIT have an impact on the Public Sector contract i.e 
changes
I struggle with completing the public sector contract and would 
love some a webinar or training on this There will be advice and clear guidance on the new T&C'scan you arrange a webinar or training on how to complete public 
sector contract?
Continue making it v clear which sections are amendable (yellow) 
or not.

This is clearly detailed within the T&C's

Inclusion of termination without cause or for convenience
Service credit regime - never easy to understand or implement.
Dispute resolution process
Clearer instruction on TUPE and the information that the client 
must provide at call off stage.
Termination for convenience clause
Termination for convenience.
Service Credit Regimes are inconsistent , they seem to be getting 
harsher and not driving the correct behaviours. Promoting 
Balanced Scorecard approach.
Ensure IPR clauses are drafted such that organisations IPR is not 
passed to competitor organisations. Current CCS framework IPR 
drafting discourages suppliers using IPR that could accelerate 
delivery and reduce costs because of the risk of it being exposed 
to competitor organisations



None of the suppliers like the T&C's. The conditions in there like 
IPR and liability are really onerous and often disproportionate to 
the contracts being let. However my view would be that as long 
as you have the schedules to allow variations in terms, like other 
frameworks we can live with this.

This is clearly detailed within the T&C's

Limitation of liability to be as a minimum 125% and proportionate 
to the service nature and value.
Liability levels need to be relevant to service being delivered. Can 
be used as a differentiator against direct award. Should be 125% 
as a base with room to grow if required.
Limits of Liability amended to 125% only. no £5M upper limit as it 
is not feasible / risk balanced for low value contracts.
125% liability cap
Limit all liability to 125% of contract value
Should liability be capped, it should be proportionate to the 
service nature and value with a minimum of 125%
Liability cap at £17m is too high
Liability must be linked to contract value
Ensure that liability is proportionate to contract value
Terms should be relative to value of call off so having one set for 
lower value opportunities and one set for higher value. I.e. £20m 
and over
Liability values in ranges to reflect call-off delivery risks
Insurance levels appropriate to the services and risk rather than 
standard across the framework. Buyer responsible to check if 
supplier has requisite insurance.
Liability caps should align with insurance levels as a maximum 
and not be unlimited
what about levels of insurance and liability cover as minimum 
levels?
Size of damages should be in direct relation to the actual financial 
agreement call off total, not an arbitrary financial figure of a fixed 
sum eg £1M for a call off of £50k
Apart from Legal Requirement, STOP using Unlimited Liabilities



Get rid of unlimited liability
Get rid of the warranties term - buyers can say what they like and 
not be accountable 
IPR

This is clearly detailed within the T&C's

Unlimited liability is a very contentious issue
Unlimited liabilities for things like GDPR (like in DOS4) are 
extremely challenging corporately - would prefer something like 
exists in TS2
Unlimited data liability - huge problem for us
Financial distress clauses to be excluded
DPA must also be properly limited on liability. Suppliers are not 
liable for ICO fines on customers. It’s impossible to insure for 
much for cyber insurance, and this needs to be reflected in the 
framework.
GDPR liability is clear and reflects risk involved
Data protection liabilities: learn the law before setting or doing 
away with liability caps
one size fits all GDPR liability of £17m cannot be justified, Should 
be tied to value of the contract albeit recognising the risk and 
nature of data being processed
ensure GDPR obligations for the controller are also set out in the 
contract as there is a tendency to push all risk onto the 
processor, even for things that require controller control or input
Avoid uncapped liability for Data Protection issues as this is often 
disproportionate to the risk or value of contracts that would act as 
a barier to entry for many organisations.
Make sure rights and laws follow market practice and do not have 
a higher imperative
Clarity about gdpr and processor of data
do not allow buyers to modify the terms further as we have too 
many examples of buyers using the FW as a baseline for making 
terms more onerous

We encourage buyers to try to keep to the framework Ts & Cs


